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LaRome Hinton
Mitigation Project Manager

"LaRome Hinton is a driven person who strives
to be the best there is in everything he does.
LaRome is a great leader, he embraces the
culture at Skyline and expects the same from
his team!"
"LaRome is an important part of Skyline DKI
because he is steadfast in what needs to be
done and very meticulous in the field of
restoration."
"LaRome is hardworking, sincere, and someone
that we can all count on. His humor makes it
REALLY easy to like him!!"

Do you have an office nickname?
"Zero" (but only Lily knows it) and "Romeo"

Something they don't know about me..
"I'm very athletic. I'm not scared of mice
and rodents. That photo floating around of
me standing on a chair or table is for
another reason."

How did you first learn about Skyline DKI?
“I saw their trucks going by a lot and heard of
them in passing. I applied online when I
wanted a change of scenery.”
What made you stay at Skyline DKI?
“The challenge: You think you know it all
and something else comes up. You’re
being challenged every day.
The upper management and how much
they invest into their employees.
The new wave of restoration: Skyline DKI
is more technology driven while others are
more pen and paper at their companies.
How much I’ve learned in a short time
versus how much I learned during ten
years at one company.”
What do you find the most challenging
about working at Skyline DKI?
"It's a challenge not reverting to bad work
habits or the old ways of doing restoration.
You have to be consistent."
How has Skyline DKI helped you in your
career development?
"They hold you accountable. They push you
to become better and prepare you to handle
more."
What advice do you have for prospective
Skyline DKI candidates?
"Be prepared to work. You have to be a team
player with a positive attitude and stay
focused on the company's goal."

